Neural source-filter (NSF) models are deep neural networks that produce waveforms given input acoustic features. They use dilated-convolution-based neural filter modules to filter sinebased excitation for waveform generation, which is different from WaveNet and flow-based models. One of the NSF models, called harmonic-plus-noise NSF (h-NSF) model, uses separate pairs of source and neural filters to generate harmonic and noise waveform components. It is close to WaveNet in terms of speech quality while being superior in generation speed.
Introduction
In text-to-speech (TTS) systems using statistical parametric speech synthesis [1] , neural-network (NN)-based models have been introduced to both the front-end text analyzer and the back-end acoustic models [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . The recent trend is to replace the signal-processing-based vocoder with a neural waveform model, a component that generates a waveform from the acoustic features predicted by the acoustic models.
A well-known neural waveform model called WaveNetvocoder [7] uses a dilated convolution (CONV) network [8] to produce the waveform samples in an autoregressive (AR) manner, i.e., generating the current waveform sample with the previously generated samples as condition. Although WaveNet outperformed traditional vocoders [9] , its sequential generation process is prohibitively slow. Flow-based models [10, 11, 12] convert a noise sequence into a waveform in one shot. However, some of them require sequential processing during training [10] , which dramatically increases the training time [13] . Others use knowledge distilling to transfer the knowledge from an AR WaveNet to a flow-based student model, which is complicated in implementation.
We recently proposed neural source-filter (NSF) waveform models which require neither AR structure, knowledge distilling, nor flow-based methods [14] . The NSF models generally use three modules to generate a waveform: a conditional module that upsamples input acoustic features such as F0 and Mel-spectrograms, a source module that outputs a sine-based excitation given the F0, and a filter module that uses dilated-CONV blocks to morph the excitation into a waveform. The models are trained to minimize the spectral amplitude distance between the generated and natural waveforms. Without the flow-based approach, the NSF models are easy to implement and train. Without the AR structure, the NSF models are at least 100 times faster than WaveNet for waveform generation [15] .
An NSF model called harmonic-plus-noise NSF (h-NSF) inherits the efficiency of the NSF models and demonstrates comparable or better performance than WaveNet and other NSF models on a Japanese dataset [15] . The core idea of h-NSF is to use separate pairs of the source and neural filter modules to generate harmonic and noise waveform components before merging the two components into an output waveform by using pre-defined finite impulse response (FIR) filters. The harmonicplus-noise architecture of h-NSF improves the quality of the generated waveforms, especially on unvoiced sounds.
It is well known that the speech spectrum can be roughly divided into periodic and aperiodic bands by a maximum voice frequency (MVF) [16] . Although MVF is time-variant, our h-NSF chooses one of the two pre-defined MVF values (i.e., the cut-off frequency of FIR filters) according to the voicing status of the sound. In this paper, we propose a new h-NSF model with trainable MVF. This new model parameterizes the FIR filters as windowed-sinc filters [17] and predicts their MVF values from the input acoustic features. Our experiments demonstrated that the new h-NSF can predict the MVF reasonably well on the basis of the voicing status. The quality of the generated waveforms has improved without any detriment to the generation speed.
Because the new h-NSF model replies on windowed-sinc filters, we refer to it as sinc-h-NSF, while the previous h-NSF is referred to as base-h-NSF. In Section 2, we explain the details of base-h-NSF. In Section 3, we describe sinc-h-NSF. In Section 4, we compare the two h-NSF models with WaveNet in experiments. In Section 5, we draw a conclusion.
Review of base-h-NSF model
A neural waveform model converts input acoustic features into an output waveform. Let us denote the input acoustic feature sequence as c1:B = {c1, · · · cB}, where c b ∈ R D is the feature vector for the b-th frame. We then use o1:T = {o1, · · · , oT } and o1:T to denote the natural and generated waveforms, respectively. Here, T is the waveform length and ot ∈ R is the waveform value at the t-th sampling point.
In our previous work, we proposed NSF models [14] to convert c1:B into o1:T . The NSF models use three types of modules: a source to produce an excitation signal, a neural filter to convert the excitation into o1:T , and a condition part to processes input c1:B for the other two modules. is conducted by minimizing the spectral distance between o1:T and o1:T [14] . Base-h-NSF model introduces harmonic-plusnoise architecture to the NSF framework ( Figure 1 ). The details of base-h-NSF are explained in the following sections.
Condition module
The condition module is the bedrock of base-h-NSF. Its basic task is to upsample the frame-rate acoustic features to the waveform rate. As Figure 1 shows, the condition module processes three types of features 1 : the upsampled F0 sequence f1:T for the source module, the upsampled and transformed acoustic feature sequence c1:T for the neural filter module, and the upsampled unvoiced/voiced (U/V) flag for the FIR filters.
Suppose each frame of the input c1:B contains an F0 datum
Then, it is straightforward to upsample the F0 sequence {f1, · · · , fB} of length B into f1:T of length T by simply copying each f b for T /B times. Similarly, the U/V flag sequence can be upsampled after determining the U/V from the f b (e.g., voiced if f b > 0 or unvoiced if f b = 0). For c1:T , the condition module first transforms the sequence of s b using two hidden layers: a bi-directional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) layer with a layer size of 64 and a 1-D convolution (CONV) layer with a layer size of 63 and a window size of 3. After that, it concatenates the output feature vector with the F0 and upsamples it asc1:T , wherect ∈ R 64 , ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T }.
Source modules
The base-h-NSF model contains two source modules. One module generates Gaussian noise excitation for the noise waveform component, while the other generates a sine-based excitation signal e1:T for the harmonic component.
We briefly explain the sine-based excitation. Given the upsampled F0 sequence f1:T , a sine waveform that carries the F0 or the i-th harmonic can be generated as
1 There is one alternative feature f where φ ∈ [−π, π] is a random initial phase, Ns is a waveform sampling rate, and nt ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) is Gaussian noise. Note that e <i> t is a Gaussian noise in unvoiced regions where ft = 0. The hyper-parameter α adjusts the amplitude of e <i> t , while σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. We set σ = 0.003 and α = 0.1 [15] .
We set I = 8 for base-h-NSF, i.e., fundamental tone and seven higher harmonics. A feedforward (FF) layer is then used to merge them into excitation e1:
Note that {w1, · · · wI , w b } are the FF layer's weights.
Filter modules
The filter modules of the base-h-NSF can be described in three parts. The first part uses one neural filter block to convert Gaussian noise into a noise waveform component o Figure 2 . Suppose the input signal is p1:T , where pt ∈ R, ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T } 2 . Each pt is first expanded to 64 dimensions through an FF layer, then processed by a dilated-CONV layer with 64 output channels, and finally summed with the output of the dilated-CONV layer and the conditional featurec1:T . This process is repeated 10 times; the final output sequence is transformed back into a 1dimensional signal through a FF layer and then summed with p1:T . Note that the dilation size of the k-th dilated-CONV layer is 2 mod(k-1, 10) , and its filter size is set to 3.
After the neural filter blocks generate o In voiced regions, the cut-off frequency values for the low-and high-pass filters are 5 kHz and 7 kHz, respectively. In unvoiced regions, they are 1 kHz and 3kHz. The filter coefficients are calculated in advance [18] and fixed in the model.
Proposed h-NSF model with trainable maximum voice frequency
The cut-off frequency of the FIR filters in base-h-NSF is manually specified and only changes according to the voicing conditions. In classical harmonic-plus-noise models, however, the cut-off frequency is assumed to be time-variant [16, 19] . It is thus reasonable to try time-variant FIR filters with a cut-off frequency predicted from the input acoustic features.
The proposed h-NSF model is identical to the base-h-NSF except for the procedure to calculate the time-variant cut-off frequency for the FIR filters. Suppose we are using filters of order M , and their coefficients at time t are h (2) base-h-NSF was trained in our previous work [15] . It used five dilated-CONV filter blocks ( Figure 2 ) to generate the harmonic waveform component, and each block contained ten dilated-CONV layers. The k-th dilated-CONV layer had a dilation size of 2 k−1 . For the noise component, base-h-NSF used only one block. The three sinc * -h-NSF models used the same network structure as base-h-NSF except for the hidden layers to predict cut-off frequency for the time-variant FIR filters. The FIR filters used M = 31. All NSF models were trained using the sum of three spectral amplitude distances with framing and windowing configurations listed in Table 2 .
WaveNet was trained in our previous work [9] . It contained 40 dilated CONV layers, where the k-layer had a dilation size of 2 mod(k−1,10) . WaveNet took both Melspectrogram and F0 as conditional features and generated 10-bit µ-law quantized waveform values.
To predict the acoustic features from the linguistic features, we used a deep neural AR F0 model [6] for predicting the F0 and another deep AR model for the Mel-spectrogram. The acoustic feature sequences were generated given the duration aligned on the test set waveforms.
Results and analysis
We first compared the predicted MVF from the sinc * -h-NSF models. Figure 4 plots the predicted MVF trajectory and the natural waveform spectrogram.
Without using U/V, sinc2-h-NSF failed to predict MVF for some voiced regions, for example, from the 400-th to 500-th frames. Although sinc3-h-NSF used the U/V, the function Sigmoid(avt + brt + c) was saturated and produced 1.0 for all time steps. It seemed to be difficult to learn a trainable function to merge the u/v and the other acoustic features for MVF prediction. MVF predicted from sinc1-h-NSF is in general consistent with the spectrogram, i.e., high MVF in voiced regions and low MVF in unvoiced regions. These results suggest that MVF can be predicted reasonably well by summing the U/V with a residual signal predicted from the input acoustic features. We then compared the quality of the generated waveforms from the experimental models in a subjective evaluation test. In a single evaluation round, an evaluator listened to one speech waveform file on one screen, rated the speech quality on a 1-to-5 MOS scale, and repeated the process for multiple screens. The waveforms in one evaluation round were for the same text and were played in a random order. Each evaluator could replay the waveform file during the evaluation. All the waveforms were converted to 16-bit PCM format in advance.
Around 150 evaluators participated in the test, and 1604 sets of MOS scores were obtained. The results plotted in Figure 6 demonstrate that sinc1-h-NSF, base-h-NSF, and WaveNet performed equally well.
In contrast, sinc2-h-NSF and sinc3-h-NSF lagged behind. The reason for sinc2-h-NSF's poor performance is the 'underestimated' MVF in voiced regions, as Figure 4 shows. As a result, some voiced sounds generated by sinc2-h-NSF were over-aperiodic. For example, as Figure 5 plots, the voiced sound had a weak harmonic structure only around 4 kHz. sinc3-h-NSF generated f (c) 1:T = 1 for all utterances, and the waveforms generated from sinc3-h-NSF lacked aperiodicity, which can be observed in Figure 5 . Furthermore, unvoiced sounds such as [s] were less aperiodic (see Figure 7 ) and sounded like a pulse train.
Finally, Table 3 shows the number of parameters and the generation speed. WaveNet was slow because of the AR generation process. However, the NSF models were much faster because they produced the waveform in one shot. In the memory-save mode, in which the NSF-models reduce GPU memory consumption by releasing and allocating memory layer by layer, the generation speed decreased because of the time for memory operation. However, they still surpassed WaveNet. 
Conclusion
We proposed a new h-NSF model with trainable MVF. Compared with the baseline h-NSF model using pre-defined FIR filters to merge the harmonic and noise waveform components, the new h-NSF model predicts a time-variant MVF from the input acoustic features to adjust the frequency response of the FIR filters. We compared different strategies to predict the MVF in the experiments and found that the U/V information can be useful as prior knowledge. Specifically, we could predict a residual signal from the input acoustic features and add it to the U/V signal, which was more stable than other strategies such as directly predicting the MVF from scratch. Experiments demonstrated that the proposed trainable h-NSF can generate high-quality waveforms as good as the waveforms generated by WaveNet. Furthermore, the waveform generation speed of the proposed model was comparable to other NSF models and was much faster than that of WaveNet.
